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ABOUT THIS MANUAL 

 

IECSoft is a self contained executable software program for use 

with the N4L PPA55xx series power analyzers. 

 

Volume 1 of this User Manual details the use of the software for 

Flicker and Harmonic testing to the IEC61000-3-2/3-3 and 

IEC61000-3-11/3-12 Standards. This includes the equivalent 

JIS (Japanese Industrial standard) and BSEN (British Standard 

European Norm Standard) versions of these standards.  

 

This second volume concentrates on the Immunity Testing 

options available using the software, IEC61000-4-11 and 

IEC61000-4-13 along with Flicker PST Simulation testing. 

 

Each of the Test options is described in turn, in its own 

chapter, with details of the principles on which it is based, how 

to use it, the options available, display options etc. 
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Section 1        IEC61000-4-11 

 

Voltage Dips, Interruption and Immunity Testing 

 

 

This section explains how to use the IECSoft test software 

along with a N4A Source to perform Voltage Dips, Interruption 

and Immunity tests to the requirements defined in IEC61000-

4-11. 

 

 

1.1 Scope 

 

The object of these tests is to evaluate the immunity of 

electrical and electronic equipment when subjected to voltage 

dips, short interruptions and voltage variations. 

 

Whilst the tests are being performed the Equipment Under Test 

(EUT) should be under constant observation. There should be 

no malfunction of the EUT during any of the tests. 

 

On completion of each test the software will ask for the result 

of the test to be entered. The result entered is determined by 

the observation of the behaviour of the EUT during the test. 

 

Observation of the loss of function or degradation of 

performance of the EUT during the tests is used to determine 

the classification. The definitions of acceptable performance 

and a malfunction should be agreed between the laboratory 

performing the tests and the manufacturers / purchasers of the 

EUT.  More details on Classifications can be found in section 9 

of the IEC61000-4-11 Standard document.  

 

 

 



1.2 Single Phase Test Procedure 

 

Open the software and step through the dialog screens. In the 

Test Setup dialog click on category and select EMC (Immunity 

Testing) from the drop down menu. 

 

 

 

The Test setup screen will then display the various EMC tests 

that can be performed.  



 

Click on the IEC61000-4-11 Voltage Dips, Interruption and 

Immunity testing option. 

 

 

The Connect to AC Source Dialog is then displayed. Check the 

Interface settings and then click on “Connect & Setup” 

 



The Test Overview dialog is displayed with default information: 
 

 
 

Click on “Configure” to display the Add / Edit Configuration 

dialog box.  

 

 

 



Test configurations can be added, edited or deleted.  

There are 3 types of Test configuration defined in IEC61000-4-

11. These are Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3. 

 

Class 1 allows the user to create a sequence of up to 9 

individual Dip and Interrupt tests. The test level and duration 

needs to be entered. This is described in more detail later in 

this document.  

 

Class 2 and Class 3 each contain a predetermined set of Dip 

and interrupt tests. The tests included for each Class are 

defined in IEC61000-4-11. They are displayed in the Test 

Overview dialog which is described in more detail later in this 

document.   

 

Any number of configurations can be added including more 

than 1 example of each Class. Each configuration can have a 

separate Nominal Voltage and Frequency. Test setup details 

and Notes can be added but these will be common to all 

configurations. 

 

To create a Class 2 or Class 3 configuration select the Class 

type under EUT Details. Enter the Nominal Voltage and 

Frequency and enter or update any of the test details if 

required. Click on “Add” in the top right hand corner of the 

dialog box to save the current configuration, and add and 

display the next configuration. 

 

The configuration details near the top of the dialog box will be 

updated. 

 

To create a Sequence configuration select Class 1 under EUT 

details. Then click on “Add” under EUT details. A Create 

Custom Sequence window opens: 

 



  

 

Enter a name for sequence. 

Click on “Add” 

 

 

The first test will be displayed. 



Under Test Type select Dip or Interrupt from the drop down 

menu.  

Enter the required test Level. This is the percentage change 

that the voltage will “Dip” whilst the test is running. For 

example, with a nominal voltage of 100V and a Test level of 

75% is entered, the voltage would drop to 75V or 75% of the 

nominal voltage. 

Enter the duration in cycles. The voltage “Dip” will be applied 

for this number of cycles. A value can be entered individually 

for 50Hz and 60Hz tests. Alternatively if the Auto Ratio box is 

selected when a value is entered for 50Hz the duration of the 

same ratio is automatically calculated and entered for 60Hz. If 

a value is entered for 60Hz first then the value for 50Hz will be 

calculated and entered into the window. 

 

Click on “Add” to add a new test to the sequence. The tests can 

be deleted by clicking on “Remove”. 

 

The maximum number of tests in each sequence is 9. Once this 

figure is reached the option to “Add” a test is no longer 

displayed. 

 

When the required number of tests have been entered click on 

“Save”. 

 



 
 

Clicking on “Save” returns the user to the Add / Edit 

Configuration dialog which will have been updated to include 

the new configurations selected above. 
 

 

To enter another sequence click on “Add” under EUT details 

and follow the above procedure to create another sequence. 



To include a custom sequence in a Configuration, click on Class 

1 under EUT details. Click on the drop down menu under Class 

1 and select the required sequence.  

It is possible to step through the configurations. If you click on 

“Prev” button in the top left hand corner the “Add” button in 

the top right hand corner will change to “Next”. You can step 

through the Configurations using these buttons.  

Note: The “Add / Next” button changes to “Add” when the 

highest Configuration is being displayed but changes back to 

“Next” when any other configuration is displayed.   

If the “Remove” button is pressed the displayed Configuration 

is deleted and the total number of Configurations displayed 

near the top of the dialog box is reduced by one. 

Once the desired number of Test configurations has been 

entered click the “Save and Return” button. The test 

Overview dialog box appears: 

 

 

 



The Test Overview dialog box data on the individual tests to be 

performed for each configuration. The configuration displayed 

is adjusted using the < > arrow keys in the top right hand 

corner of the dialog box.  

 

The test sequence details are displayed along with the EUT 

details and notes entered previously. 

 

Click on “Configure” to return to the previous screen to 

update the Test Configurations. 

 

Click on “Clear” to display the default setting which will clear 

any saved Configurations. 

 

Click on “Close” to close the window and return to the 

“Connect to AC Source” dialog box. 

 

 

Click on “Start Testing” to proceed with the tests: 

 

The Schedule dialog box is displayed. This lists the individual 

DIP and Interruption tests to be performed for each test 

configuration along with detail of each test. 

 

The “Next Config” & “Prev Config” buttons can be used to 

select which configuration is displayed in the dialog box. 

 

The Status is shown for each of the individual tests. PENDING 

against a test indicates that that test has not yet been 

performed. The status will change to COMPLETE once that test 

has been performed. 

 

The tests are executed one at a time by clicking on “Test 

Now” against each test. Once one test is complete another test 



is started by clicking on “Test Now” against that test. The test 

can be executed in any order. 

 

Alternatively all tests can be performed one after each other by 

clicking on the “Run All” button which is described in more 

detail later in this document. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



1.2.1 Individual testing: 

 

Clicking on “Test Now” opens the Test Sequence dialog box.  

 

 
 

The selected nominal voltage and frequency are displayed 

along with the Configuration number of the test being 

performed. 

 

Details of the individual test are also displayed. This 

information includes the Class type, the DIP percentage figure 

and the number of Cycles. 

 

The user can enter a value for “Pause Between Events”. The 

value entered will determine how long the AC source output 

remains on for before the test starts and after the test is 

completed.  A default value of 10 seconds applies which is the 

minimum period stated in the Standard document 

 

The “Pause between Phases” option does not apply for single 

phase testing so is greyed out and can’t be selected in the test 

window. 



Clicking on “Start Source” enables the “Run Sequence” and 

“Stop Source” buttons and disables the “Start Source” button.  

 

 
 

 

The Icon warns that the AC Source Output is now on and a test 

status message is displayed.  

 

The output of the AC Source will remain ON until the 

Stop Source button is pressed. It will NOT be switched 

off on completion of the test. 

 

The AC Source can be switched off at any time by 

clicking on the STOP SOURCE button. 

 

The Test status message also indicates that the source Output 

is On and that the software is waiting to be told to start the 

event (test).  
 

 

 

 

 



Click on “Run Sequence” to start the test running: 

 

 
 

To comply with the requirements of the Standard, each Test 

(event) must be repeated three times. This can be seen in the 

Test status message which is constantly updated with the 

event being performed or the time until the next event begins. 
 

 

 



At the end of the test the status message will confirm that the 

event (3 tests) is complete. The status message and warning 

Icon will both indicate that the source output is still ON. 

 

Click on “Stop Source” to switch OFF the AC Source output. 
 

 

 

 

The AC Source warning Icon now changes to OFF with a green 

background to indicate that the Source Output is now off and 

the DUT is safe to handle. 

The Status message also indicates that the AC Source is now 

deactivated along with details of the test. 

 

 

 

 



The result of the test can be entered along with tests notes. 

 

 

 

The result of the test can be selected from the list of options in 

the drop down menu: Pass, Fail or Undetermined. There is also 

a space to enter any notes about this particular test. 

 

The “Next” and “Previous” buttons can be used to step 

through the Test Sequences to allow another test to be 

selected. The above procedure is then repeated to perform 

another test.  

 

The buttons also allow the status of each Test Sequence to be 

confimed. 

 

The user can return to the Schedule window at any time by 

clicking on “Save and Return”. 

 

 



When each test is completed the Status in the Schedule dialog 

box changes to Complete. The “Test Now” button is changed to 

“Review” and an extra “Retest” button appears.  

 

 

 

Clicking on “Review” displays the Test Sequence dialog box for 

that test. Clicking on “Retest” will change the Status for that 

test back to “Pending”. The “Review” button will be replaced by 

a “Test Now” button which can be used to repeat the test. 

 



 
 

The test can be repeated  by clicking on the “Return” button at 

the bottom of the Schedule dialog box. A message will appear 

reminding you that continuing will delete all save tests. Clicking 

“Yes” to continue will return you to the Test Overview dialog 

box. 

 



1.2.2 Continuous “Run All” test mode:  
 

 
 

On the Schedule screen click on “Run All”. This will display the 

Run all Scheduled Tests settings window:  
 

 



AUTO RUN SETTINGS 
 

The user can enter a value for “Pause Between Events”. The 

value entered will determine how long the AC source output 

remains on for before the test starts and after the test is 

completed.  A default value of 10 seconds applies.  
 

The “Pause between Phases” option does not apply for single 

phase testing so is greyed out and can’t be selected in the test 

window. 
 

The “Pause Between Tests” option means that it possible to 

adjust the delay period between a test finishing and the next 

one starting. 
 

SOUNDS 
 

It is possible to set sounds that will be triggered when Events 

and Tests start or finish. Each option selected will have a 

different sound to the others selected. 
 

KEYPAD CONTROLS and MESSAGES 
 

Details of the keypad control features are displayed along with 

messages. 
 

NOTE: 
 

The message warns the user that the AC Source Output 

will remain ON for the full duration of the Auto Run tests 

and will remain ON after the tests are completed until 

switched off by the user.  

 

Click on “Begin” to Run All tests. 
 

The software will now run through all of the tests for each 

sequence for the selected configuration. 



 

The Test Sequence screen is displayed. The software will then 

step through all of the tests included in each of the Sequences. 

All tests will be repeated 3 times as per the requirements. 

The warning Icon will indicate that the Source Output is ON and 

the DUT powered up. 

 



The test status message will be continuously updated with 

details of the Configuration or Sequence being performed.  

 

Once the test is completed Click on “Stop Source” to switch 

the Source Output OFF. When one configuration ends the 

“Enter” button can be used to move to the next configuration. 
 

 



Click on “Save and Export” to return to the SCHEDULE 

display. 

 

The results from each test can be reviewed and Re-tested if 

required. 

 

To continue testing click on “Next Config” in the top right 

hand corner of the test window. The details of the Next 

configuration are then displayed. To run all tests in the 

Configuration click on “Run All” or click on “Test Now” against 

any test to run that individual test.  

 

 

NOTE: 

 

Always ensure that the AC SOURCE is switched OFF 

when testing is complete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 



1.3   3-Phase Test Procedure. 

 

 

Open the software and step through the dialog screens. In the 

Test Setup dialog click on category and select 3 Phase EMC 

(Immunity Testing) from the drop down menu. 

 

 



Click on the IEC61000-4-11 3 Phase Voltage Dips, Interruption 

and Immunity testing option. 

Follow the on screen instructions as per Single Phase testing to 

connect to the AC Source. 

 

Note: 

A 3-phase AC Source is required to perform these tests. When 

attempting to connect to a Single Phase Source in this mode 

the following message is displayed.  

 

 
 

Clicking on “OK” will return the user back to the Connect to AC 

Source dialog box. 

 

The procedure is the same as for Single Phase tests with the 

exception of the following: 

- The Dips have to be performed on all phase to phase options along 

with phase to neutral. This results in 18 different tests per DIP test 

(That is: 3x ph1-ph2, 3x ph2-3, 3x ph3-1, 3x ph1-n, 3x ph2-n and 

3x ph3-n). Further details can be found in Section 8.2.1 and figure 

4b in the BSEN 61000-4-11 Standard document. 

 

- Interrupts (and variations) are performed simultaneously on all 3 

phases. 

 



1.4 Saving / Exporting test data. 

 

Clicking on “Save and Export” displays the Export window. 

 

 

 

This is the Export window seen in other IECSoft tests. This 

allows an Excel report to be created and test data saved to 

“.CSV” and “.N4LVDI files.  

 

Excel Document. 

 

The Excel front sheet contains details of the EUT and the test / 

sequence information. 

A separate page is created for each configuration. Each 

configuration page includes details of all Completed tests, 

Configuration settings, Test setup information and results.  

 

Click on “Settings” to display the Excel Document options: 



 

Excel Page Size. 
 

This option allows the user to set the Page size to agree with 

the local default page size of the version of Excel installed on 

the PC used for the tests. This ensures that the Excel report is 

displayed correctly on the PC and is printed correctly. 
 

Export Number Format. 
 

Excel sets the correct default number format for the version of 

Excel installed on the PC. This option allows the user to change 

the format should they wish, so that the numbers are displayed 

in the format of another version of Excel. For example, a user 

in the UK might want to create a report for a customer or 

colleague in France.    

 

Click “Ok” once the correct Excel settings have been selected 

to return to the EXPORT window.  
 

EDIT DUT 
 

This option allows the DUT details to be edited before creating 

the document or saving the results to a file. 



CSV Export Files 

 

The CSV export option creates a CSV format tab separated 

(TSV) text file that can be imported in to Excel and other CSV 

reading programs. 

This file contains details of EUT information, Sequence Class, 

Configuration Class and each Configuration. 

 

N4LVDI Export Files 

 

The N4LVDI export option creates a file containing all important 

result information, Configuration information, Sequence 

information and software status information. This file can be 

opened by the software to restore the test. 

 

Example Excel Report Front sheet

 

 



Example Excel Report Configuration Page. 

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
1.5      Example Voltage DIP & Voltage Interruption 

Waveforms. 

 

IEC61000-4-11 refers to specific Voltage Dip and Interruption 

tests of defined Voltage level and duration (cycles). This 

software controls the output of a N4A AC source to apply these 

signals to the EUT. The tests defined in the Standard can be 

viewed in the Schedule and Test Sequence dialog windows. 

 

On the following pages are several examples of the AC Source 

output during these tests when monitored using an 

Oscilloscope.  

 

Class 2 - 230V 50Hz 

Voltage Dip test – 0% during 0.5 cycles. 

 

 

 



Class 2 - 230V 50Hz 

Voltage Interruption test – 50% during 3 cycles. 

 

 

 

Class 3 - 230V 50Hz 

Voltage Dip test – 70% during 25 cycles. 

 

 



Class 3 - 230V 50Hz  

Voltage Interruption test – 0% during 250 cycles. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section 2       IEC61000-4-13 

 

Harmonics and Inter-harmonics Low frequency  

Immunity tests. 

 

This section explains how to use the IECSoft test software 

along with a N4A Source and PPA to perform Harmonic and 

Inter-harmonic Low Frequency Immunity Tests to the 

requirements defined in IEC61000-4-13. 

 

 

2.1 Scope 

 

The object of these tests is to evaluate the functional immunity 

of electrical and electronic equipment when subjected to 

harmonics and inter-harmonics and mains signalling 

frequencies. 

 

Whilst the tests are being performed the Equipment Under Test 

(EUT) should be under constant observation. There should be 

no malfunction of the EUT during any of the tests.  

 

On completion of each test the software will ask for the result 

of the test to be entered. The result entered is determined by 

the observation of the behaviour of the EUT during the test. 

 

Observation of the loss of function or degradation of 

performance of the EUT during the tests is used to determine 

the classification. The definitions of acceptable performance 

and a malfunction should be agreed between the laboratory 

performing the tests and the manufacturers / purchasers of the 

EUT.  More details on Classifications can be found in section 9 

of the IEC61000-4-13 Standard document.  

 

 



2.2 Test Procedure 

 

Open the software and step through the dialog screens. In the 

Test Setup dialog click on category and select EMC (Immunity 

Testing) from the drop down menu. 

 
The Test Setup screen will then display the various EMC tests 

that can be performed.  

 



Click on the IEC61000-4-13 Harmonics and Inter-harmonics 

Low frequency Immunity tests option. 

 

The Connect to AC Source Dialog is then displayed. Check the 

Interface settings and then click on “Connect & Setup”. 

 

The EUT Setup dialog box is displayed: 

 



Select the required class to be tested from the “Test Class” 

drop down menu. 

 

 

 

There is also an option to select the order in which the tests 

are performed. When selected the tests can only be performed 

in the order shown in figure 1a and figure 1b of the IEC61000-

4-13 Standard document. If not selected on this screen, the 

tests can be performed in any order. 

 

Click “Next” to continue. 

 

The Test Level Settings dialog box for the selected Test Class is 

displayed.  

 

 

 



Test Class 1: 

 

The Test level Settings dialog box includes details of the tests 

to be performed along with the test levels and limits to be 

applied during the test. This information is determined using 

the information in the IEC61000-4-13 Standard document. 

References to the Document Section number and Table 

numbers are included in this dialog box to aid the clarification 

of the Values displayed in the dialog box. 

With the exception of Class X, these levels and limits can’t be 

changed by the user. 

If a test does not apply to a particular class then that test will 

be “greyed out” with the limits shown as N/A. This individual 

test will not be performed. 

Please refer to IEC61000-4-13 for confirmation of which tests 

apply to each class and for details of test levels and limits. 

The screenshot above gives details of the applicable tests and 

test limits etc for Test Class 1. 

 



Details of the other classes are: 

Test Class 2: 

 

 

Test Class 3: 

 

 



Class X: 

This is an example only. For Class X the tests and limits can be 

selected by the user. Please refer to Section 2.3 for full details 

of the Class X setup procedure.   

 

Click “Next” to display the Harmonic Levels dialog box.  
 

Test Class 1 

 



Test Class 2 

 

Test Class 3 

 

 

Details of the Class X setup are explained in section 2.3. 
 

Click “Next” to display the Test Schedule dialog box.  

 



The following are examples for Test Class 1. 

 

Example 1 

 

 
 

Example 2 
 

 
 

 



Details of the tests that can be performed along with the status 

of each test are displayed.  

 

Example 1 above is for Test Class 1 with “Run in order of figure 

1a and Figure 1b” selected in the EUT Setup dialog box. Only 

the Harmonic Combination test can be performed. Once this 

test is completed the Sweep in Frequencies test will become 

available. Once that test is completed the Individual Harmonics 

test will become available.  

 

In Example 2 “Run in order of figure 1a and figure 1b” was not 

selected so the applicable Class 1 tests can be performed in 

any order.  

 

The tests are executed one at a time by clicking on “Test Now” 

against each test. Once one test is complete another test is 

started by clicking on “Test Now” against that test.  

 

The Status is shown for each of the individual tests. PENDING 

against a test indicates that that test has not yet been 

performed. The status will change to COMPLETE once that test 

has been performed. 

 

If a test is not applicable to that Test Class it will be “greyed 

out” and the test can’t be performed.  

 

The following are examples of the other Test Classes with “Run 

in order of figure 1a and Figure 1b” selected in the EUT Setup 

dialog box. 

 

 

 

 



Test Class 2 

 

 
 

Test Class 3 

 

 
 



Class X 
 

This is an example. The tests to be performed can be selected 

by the user. Please refer to section 2.3. 

 

Cancelling the test: 
 

Selecting to cancel the test will return the user to the Harmonic 

Levels screen. A message is displayed to remind the user that 

any data from tests already performed will be lost. 

 



2.2.1  Harmonic Combination testing  

Click test now against Harmonic Combination in the Schedule 

dialog box.  

 

Click on “Start Source” to continue testing 

 

The Source output is now switched on ready to start the test. 



Click on “Begin Flat Curve Test” to continue. 

 

The test now starts running with detailing displayed of the 

remaining time until this part of the test is completed. 

On completion of the Flat Curve Test the test window prepares 

to perform the Overswing Test. 

 



On completion of the setup process the Overswing test 

becomes available in the test window. 

 

Click on “Begin Overswing Test” when ready to continue 

 

The Overswing test now starts running. The time until the test 

is completed is displayed in the test window. 



The test window confirms when the test is completed. There is 

also a warning message to indicate that the Source output 

needs to be switched off. 

 

 

Click on “Stop Source” to switch the Source output OFF. 

 

 



The results of the test can be entered using the options in the 

RESULT drop down menu. There is also the option to add any 

notes. 

 

Click on “Save and Return” to continue 

The updated Schedule dialog box is displayed. 

 



When each test is completed the Status in the Schedule dialog 

box changes to Complete. The “Test Now” button is changed to 

“Review” and an extra Retest button appears. 

  

Clicking on “Review” displays the Test Sequence dialog box for 

that test. Clicking on “Retest” will change the Status for that 

test back to Pending. The “Review” button will be replaced by a 

“Test Now” button which can be used to repeat the test. 

 

Testing can continue by clicking on “Test Now” adjacent to 

another test. 

 

2.2.2   Sweep in Frequencies Testing  

Click on “Test Now” against Sweep in Frequencies in the 

Schedule dialog box. 

 

 

Click on “Start Source” to continue testing: 

The Source Status is now updated 



 

Click on “Begin SIF Test” to continue: 

 

Testing now starts. The test window is updated with details of 

the Elapsed time, when the next frequency change will occur 

and the Frequency & Voltage of the tests currently being 

performed. 



Testing can be paused at any time by clicking on “Pause”. The 

button will be renamed “Resume” so testing can be restarted 

by clicking on “Resume”. 

 

The test window is updated when SIF Testing is Complete. 

 
On completion of the test Click on “Stop Source” to switch the 

Source output OFF. 



 

The results of the test can be entered using the options in the 

RESULT drop down menu. There is also the option to add any 

notes. 

  

Click on “Save and Return” to continue: 



 

 

The schedule dialog box is updated with details of the latest 

test performed. The results can be reviewed or another test 

selected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.2.3   Individual Harmonics Testing 
 

Click on “Test Now” against Individual Harmonics Testing in 

the Schedule dialog box. Test Class 3 was selected to perform 

this test as this requires the checking of Individual Harmonics 

and Interharmonics. 

 

Click on “Start Source” to continue: 

 



Click on “Begin Harmonic Test” 

 

The test now starts running. The test window is updated with 

details of the elapsed time, how long until the harmonic 

changes and details of the Harmonic currently being tested. 

A message is then displayed to indicate that Inter-Harmonic 

testing can start shortly. 

 



Click on “Begin Interharmonic Test” to continue testing. 

 

The test window indicates that Interharmonic testing is running 

and gives details of the Elapsed time and how long until the 

Frequency next changes. The (ON) and (OFF) displayed against 

the Frequency change timer in the test window relate to the 

requirements in the Standard. This states that the 

interharmonic should be applied (ON) for 5 seconds then off 

(OFF) for 1 second between interharmonics. 

 



The test window indicates when testing is complete and also 

displays a warning message that the AC source output is still 

ON.  

 

Click on “Stop Source” to switch the source output OFF. 

 

 



The results of the test can be entered using the options in the 

RESULT drop down menu. There is also the option to add any 

notes. 

 

Click on “Save and Return” to return to the Schedule dialog 

box. 

 



2.2.4    Meister Curve Testing 

Click on “Test Now” against Meister Curve in the Schedule 

dialog box. Test Class 2 was selected to perform this test. 

Click on “Start Source” to begin the test. 

 

Click on “Begin M. Curve Test” to continue testing: 

 



The test starts running. The test window is updated with details 

of the Elapsed time, the frequency range of the present test, 

the Frequency and Voltage details of the present test along 

with how long until the frequency next changes. 

 
The test window is updated when the test is completed. A 

warning message also indicates that the source output is still 

switched on. 

 



Click on “Stop Source” to switch OFF the Source output. 

 

 

The results of the test can be entered using the options in the 

RESULT drop down menu. There is also the option to add any 

notes. 

 



Click on “Save and Return” to return to the Schedule dialog 

box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.3 - Selecting Class X settings 

 

 

Select “Class X” in the EUT Setup dialog box. 

Select “New” or a previously created Class X test if there is 

one in the drop down menu. There is also a “Delete” button 

that allows a selected Class X test to be deleted.  
 

 



Creating a NEW class X test: 

Select the tests to be included in the EUT Setup dialog box 

using the “tick” boxes in the “Tests to run” section. 

Click on “Next” to display the Test Level Settings. 

 

 

 

The frequency ranges to be included in the test are selected or 

de-selected using the “tick” boxes. The percentage values are 

adjusted by overwriting the displayed values. In the example 

above all frequency ranges are selected with the default 

percentage test level displayed for each frequency range. 

Refer to the tables in IEC61000-4-13 for further details on the 

acceptable levels for Class X tests. 

 

Click on “Next” to display the Harmonic Levels. 



 

 

The frequency ranges and individual harmonics to be included 

are selected or de-selected using the “tick” boxes. The 

percentage Test Levels are adjusted by overwriting the 

displayed values. In the example above all frequency ranges 

are selected with the default percentage test level displayed for 

each frequency range. The default Individual Harmonics are 

displayed along with the default Test Levels.   

Refer to the tables in IEC61000-4-13 for further details on the 

acceptable levels for Class X tests. 

 

Select the required options to be tested. Click “Save Setup”. 

 

 

 

 



A “Save Setup” window appears 

 

 

 

Enter a Setup Name and then click on “Save”. 

 

 



Finally click on “Next” to continue testing.   

The schedule dialog box is displayed. 

 

 

 

The test process is then the same as the other Test Class 

options. All selected tests will be displayed in the Schedule 

dialog box. The tests can be performed in any order.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.4  Saving / Exporting test data.  

Click on “Export” on the Schedule dialog box to display the 

Export window. 

 

 

The results can be exported to an Excel document or to .CSV 

and .n4lvdi files. 

Click on “Settings” to display the setting options window. 

 



 

 

Various Excel page setting options are available to optimise the 

page layout. There is the option to edit the DUT details before 

creating the document or saving the results to a file.  

 

The Excel front sheet contains details of the EUT and the test / 

sequence information. 

A separate tab in the report is created for each of the individual 

tests.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Excel Report: Example Front sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Excel Report: Example Harmonic Combination tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Excel Report: Example Sweep in Frequency results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Excel Report: Example Harmonic and Interharmonic results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Excel Report: Example Meister test results 

 

 

 

CSV Export Files 

The CSV export option creates a CSV format tab separated 

(TSV) text file that can be imported in to Excel and other CSV 

reading programs. 

 

N4LVDI Export Files 

The N4LVDI export option creates a file containing all important 

result information, Configuration information and software 

status information. This file can be opened by the software to 

restore the test. 

 



2.5  Example IEC61000-4-13 Waveforms 

 

These tests used a N4A Source to generate the waveforms that 

were applied to the (EUT) Equipment under Test. Page 23 in 

the Standard document gives more details about these 

waveforms. 

Below can be seen some examples of the different types of 

waveform applied to the EUT. These examples are screenshots 

from an Oscilloscope monitoring the waveforms during the 

tests.   

 

Example Flat Curve Waveform 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Example Overswing Waveform. 

 

 

Example Harmonic test Waveform 

 

 



Section 3    IEC61000-3-3:2013  

 

Flicker PST Simulation Testing 

 

This section explains how to use the IECSoft test software 

along with a N4A Source and N4A PPA (or a suitable 

alternative) to perform PST Simulation tests. 

 

3.1 Scope 
 

The N4A range of power sources can be used to generate 

nominal PST waveforms, such waveforms can be used to check 

that the connections between the power source, impedance 

network and flickermeter (PPA) are correct. 

While the N4A power sources are market leading power 

generators offering the best performance for compliant 

IEC61000 testing of DUT’s, they are not intended to be used as 

a flickermeter calibrator. For this reason, no specification is 

given with regards to the accuracy when performing flicker 

simulation waveforms. Users can expect a nominal accuracy of 

10%. 

To perform the test, users should connect their N4A, 

Impedance Network and Flickermeter (PPA) as per standard 

procedures. Do not connect a DUT during these tests. 

Users have the choice to perform the test at 50Hz@230V or 

60Hz@120V and can simulate PST’s of 0.500, 0.800 or 1.00. 

There is also the option to produce an Excel report. 

 

 



3.2 Test Procedure 

 

Open the software and step through the dialog screens. In the 

Test Setup dialog click on CATEGORY and select EMC 

(Immunity Testing) from the drop down menu. 

 

 

 

 

The Test setup screen will then display the various EMC tests 

that can be performed.  



 

Click on the Flicker PST Simulation option. This will display the 

Test Setup dialog box. 

 

Select the Source type to be tested along with the test 

frequency, the tests can be performed at 50Hz@230V or 

60Hz@120V. 



 

From the drop down menu select the PST value you want to be 

generated by the source. There are three PST options: 0.500, 

0.800 and 1.000. Click on “Next” to continue. 

 

The Connect to AC Source dialog box appears. For this test the 

“Mains” source selection is not available. Select the required 



Interface option, LAN, Serial/RS232 and USB options are 

available. Click on “Connect & Setup” to continue. 

 

 

 

Select the required instrument from the list of compatible 

devices and click on “Connect” to continue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



When using a N4A Source the following series of windows are 

displayed for several seconds whilst IECSoft sends the setup 

commands to the instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Flicker PST Simulation dialog box is displayed. This dialog 

box will be displayed immediately if using an “External” source.  



 

 

This includes details of the Expected PST result and the status 

of the source. Click “Start” to continue. 

 

 

The Flicker PST simulation dialog box is updated to indicate 

that the Source output is switched on ready to start the test. 



The Processing Filters window is also displayed above the 

Flicker PST Simulation dialog box: 

 

The IEC61000 standard specifies a minimum period of 1 minute 

must be allowed for filter stabilisation. It is possible to “Skip” 

this delay but the test will then be invalid because it does not 

comply with the requirements defined in the Standard. The test 

can also be cancelled at this stage. After 1 minute the message 

in the Processing Filters window will change to: 

 

 

 

In some situations the EUT will require longer than 1 minute to 

stabilise. To allow for this the test will not continue until the 

user is ready to proceed by clicking on “Continue”  

The dialog box will be constantly updating the Elapsed Time 

and the Current PST value. The “Cancel” button can be used at 

any time to stop the test.  



 

On completion of the test the Source output is switched off and 

the dialog box will be updated to display the Final PST value. 

No Pass or Fail message is displayed. A nominal accuracy of 

+/- 10% of the expected PST value should be achieved.   

 

 

Note: When using an “External” unit the Time Elapsed will be 

updating but the Current PST value will be blank.  



3.3 Saving / Exporting test data. 

Click on “Export” to display the Export options window.  

 

Only Excel Reports can be created. It is not possible to create 

“*.CSV” or “*.N4LEIC files for Flicker PST Simulation tests. The 

IECSoft Excel report page layout options etc can be selected by 

clicking on “Settings” to display the Export Settings window.   

 

 



Example Excel Report document: 

 

Notes: 

No Pass or Fail Result is included in the report. 

When an “External” source is used the following details will 

have to be manually entered onto Sheet 2 of the Excel Report:  

Instrument model, Instrument serial number, Instrument 

Firmware, Instrument Calibration date & Instrument version. It 

will also be necessary to enter the Measured PST Value. 


